Type 1 diabetes (juvenile onset) is a disease caused by the autoimmune destruction of patients’ insulin-producing beta cells. The resulting lack of insulin leads to hyperglycemia and its devastating complications, including cardiovascular disease, blindness and kidney failure. People with type 1 diabetes are usually treated with daily insulin injections accompanied by constant monitoring of blood glucose levels. Even with meticulous glucose control, such therapy carries the risk of hypoglycemic episodes that can lead to anxiety, seizures, coma and even death. Extensive research has been dedicated to discovering new ways to prevent or treat type 1 diabetes and eliminate the need for insulin injections.

Islet transplantation is an alternative, albeit experimental, treatment for patients with type 1 diabetes. Patients receive pancreatic islet cells from cadaveric donors, enabling more precise control of blood glucose levels, compared with traditional insulin therapy. This treatment is also sometimes used in patients with pancreatic trauma, cancer or chronic pancreatitis who require removal of the exocrine pancreas. In these cases, the pancreatic islets are isolated and returned to the patients by autotransplantation. Islet transplantation, originally proposed by Lacy in 1982, was limited for many years by its low success rate. In 2000, the development of the Edmonton Islet Transplantation Protocol markedly increased the likelihood of successful islet transplantation due to improved islet isolation techniques and new immunosuppressive regimens. Nevertheless, islet transplantation still faces several important challenges, including the need for lifelong immunosuppression and uncertainty regarding the long-term survival and function of human islet grafts. One of the major challenges is the shortage of donor tissue. It has been estimated that less than 1% of all patients with type 1 diabetes could receive islet transplants each year, owing to the critical shortage of tissue. This shortage limits the practice of large-scale islet transplantation to all patients with diabetes. Hence, finding an alternative source of islet tissue that can
be used in clinical transplantation has become an important field of study in the last few years.

The clinical potential of using stem cells to repair or to replace damaged tissue in diseases such as diabetes has become of increasing interest. In general, a stem cell is an unspecialized cell that can self-renew continuously and differentiate into specific specialized cell types. There are 2 types of stem cells: embryonic stem cells (ES cells) and adult stem cells (Table 1). Pluripotent ES cells maintain the plasticity to generate all types of cells in an individual, except extraembryonic tissue, such as placenta. It was not until recently that several studies demonstrated that adult multipotent stem cells exist, maintain plasticity and may have the capacity to differentiate into several different cell types. For example, adult bone marrow stem cells have been found to give rise to hepatocytes, cardiomyocytes, neural cells and muscle cells; and neural stem cells were shown to generate myocytes and hematopoietic cells.10,11 These adult stem cells may have potential in the treatment of diseases associated with tissue damage and deterioration, such as neurodegenerative disorders12 and heart failure.13 Adult progenitor cells with the ability to regenerate tissue during normal turnover or after damage are of considerable interest, even though their abilities to self-renew and to generate various cell types are greatly restricted14 (Fig. 1).

Different cell types have been studied for their potential capacity to differentiate into cells secreting islet hormones, including ES cells, bone marrow stem cells and hepatic stem cells.15,16 Because the adult pancreas has been shown to have self-recovery ability in response to various stresses,17 it has been postulated that stem cells or progenitor cells may exist in the adult pancreas (Table 2). Identifying and isolating these stem cells or progenitor cells would open the door for in vitro generation of islet tissue for use in transplantation. Through a better understanding of the progenitor cell type, islet transplantation protocols might be improved by providing optimal conditions for islet regeneration or by preventing progenitor cell death. Moreover, these stem cells or progenitor cells might be further manipulated through genetic means to prevent immune rejection by the organ recipient. However, it has recently been suggested that beta cell replication, rather than progenitor cell differentiation, may be the primary mechanism responsible for islet regeneration, at least in adult rodents. At the same time, it has been demonstrated that an islet progenitor cell type exists in adult murine pancreas. This review discusses recent progress in the search for adult stem cells and progenitor cells in the pancreas. It will also suggest some directions for future research to discover an alternative source of islet tissue.

**The pancreatic ductal cell: a possible pancreatic progenitor?**

An association between beta cells and

---

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison of embryonic stem cells with adult stem cells</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of stem cell</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kind of cells they can generate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasticity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**FIG. 1.** Renewal ability and potential of adult stem cells and progenitor cells. Adult stem cells maintain the ability to self-renew and to generate various progeny cell types. Adult progenitor cells are limited in their self-renewal ability and in the number of different types of progenies they can generate.
pancreatic endocrine and pancreatic exocrine cells. Through histological observation, Jonsson and others found that almost all ductal cells express Pdx-1 (Ipf-1), a transcription factor critical in pancreatic development, particularly in islet neogenesis. Therefore, it has been speculated that ductal cells are a primary source of new islet cells during islet neogenesis. Cornelius and colleagues first showed that islet-like clusters could be obtained by long-term culture of ductal tissue from adult murine pancreas. Remarkably, it was further demonstrated that the implantation of these islet-like clusters could ameliorate diabetes in nonobese mice. Bonner-Weir and colleagues later confirmed that insulin-producing human islet-like clusters (cultivated human islet buds, or CHIBs) could be generated from human ductal tissue. The generation of islet-like clusters with similar or replicated protocols has been reported by other groups using murine or human ductal tissue. The Bonner-Weir group later suggested that ductal cells possibly move into a less differentiated stage to express Pdx-1, and this allows ductal cells to serve as progenitor cells in the adult pancreas. This gives hope for an alternative source of islet tissue, even though current techniques still do not allow the generation of a large number of islet-like clusters, and the clusters express relatively low levels of insulin, compared with pancreatic islets. Such studies aimed to show that human ductal cells have the capacity to transdifferentiate into islet cells. The major criticism of these studies is that the starting culture was already contaminated by other pancreatic cell types. The ductal tissue was generally isolated by density gradient centrifugation and handpicking in some cases. Thus, the starting material used by these groups was not likely pure ductal cells, which means contribution of beta cells to the formation of islet-like clusters in these studies cannot be ruled out. Other possibilities, including the involvement of islet cells or multipotent stem or progenitor cells other than ductal or beta cells, might explain these findings. Nevertheless, these studies point to ductal cells as a possible source of new islet cells and demonstrate the feasibility of using ductal tissue to do large-scale expansion and generation of islet-like clusters for future clinical use.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Candidate cells from adult pancreas that can generate islet cells</th>
<th>Possible mechanisms</th>
<th>References (species)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ductal cells</td>
<td>Ductal cells → Less differentiated progenitor stage → Islet cells</td>
<td>24, 25 (murine); 26 (human)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β cells</td>
<td>β cells → Less differentiated progenitor stage → Islet cells</td>
<td>30 (murine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Or.</td>
<td>β cells → Replication → Increase</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other progenitor cells</td>
<td>Progenitor cells (phenotypically less defined) → Islet cells</td>
<td>37 (murine)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 2.** Pancreatic-derived multipotent precursors (PMPs) can generate neural, pancreatic endocrine and pancreatic exocrine cells.

To determine the in vivo origin of new beta cells, Dor and others used a novel genetic lineage tracing method, which allows the identification of beta cells generated from preexisting beta cells and those that have arisen from other sources. Insulin expressing, preexisting beta cells are first marked by the expression of human alkaline phosphatase protein (HPAP), using a tamoxifen-inducible Cre/lox system. If new beta cells are generated from cell types that do not express insulin, then as the preexisting HPAP-expressing beta cells start to perish, new, unmarked beta cells will take over the islet. Conversely, if new beta cells are generated from preexisting beta cells, the percentage of HPAP-marked beta cells should remain the
same. Using this unique approach, the investigators observed that, after partial pancreatectomy, new beta cells arose in the adult mouse pancreas primarily through beta cell replication and not beta cell neogenesis. This finding has far-reaching implications, because beta cells in adults were considered to be in a fully differentiated stage without significant capacity for proliferation. Moreover, even if adult beta cells can be induced to proliferate and expand, they tend to lose their differentiated status and ability to secrete insulin in vitro. The author suggested that the reasons many other findings demonstrate the role of pancreatic stem or progenitor cells in beta cell regeneration are as follows: 1) the progenitor population is significantly small and thus makes a negligible contribution to the new beta cell population; 2) the insulin gene is already transcribed in progenitor cells, thus the progenitors in this study would be marked as beta cells; 3) stem cells might act as a source of new beta cells in pathophysiological conditions other than pancreatectomy, such as autoimmune diabetes; and 4) beta cells might be the source of new beta cells, but they need to dedifferentiate transiently into a progenitor state before becoming new beta cells. This study nonetheless points to a significant role of beta cell replication in maintaining beta cell mass in adults. In support of these data, a recent study from Georgia and Bhushan found an inability to maintain beta cell mass in adult mice lacking cyclin D2, a gene critical for beta cell replication. This additional evidence further suggests the importance of beta cell replication in generating new beta cells in adults.

There remain several important concerns regarding the study by Dor and colleagues. First, although it was argued that this study demonstrates beta cell replication as the major mechanism to replenish beta cells in the adult pancreas, it does not conclusively prove that beta cell neogenesis from other sources does not occur in the adult pancreas. Other points worthy of consideration include the efficiency of the Cre/lox system, sample size used, accuracy of the marking method and time when pancreas samples were collected. It is conceivable that tamoxifen used to induce Cre gene expression in this system might inhibit beta cell neogenesis. Finally, it also remains questionable whether the same beta cell regenerating mechanism occurs during long-term damage or in true type 1 diabetes, as in the pancreatectomy model, and whether this phenomenon exists in humans, as it appears to in rodents. Meier and colleagues’ histological study of human type 1 diabetic pancreas from autopsy specimens suggests that extensive beta cell neogenesis must be continuously occurring in the human type 1 diabetic pancreas, because even in patients with long-standing disease, extensive beta cell apoptosis is still occurring. Further studies are required to consider the provocative finding by Dor and colleagues and to understand the importance of replication versus neogenesis in the maintenance of beta cell mass.

Identification of pancreatic progenitor cells

Numerous reports have suggested the existence of islet cell progenitors in the adult pancreas. For example, Petrovavlovskaia and others suggested that the phenotypically undefined “small cells” are candidates for pancreatic progenitor cells, and Suzuki and others proposed that c Met+ cells can differentiate into pancreatic lineages. However, until recently, no group had identified and characterized such a progenitor. Seaberg and others used clonal dilution of pancreatic cells obtained from the ductal and islet tissue of mice to isolate cells, termed pancreas-derived multipotent precursors (PMPs), which are capable of differentiating into different pancreas cell types (Fig. 2). PMPs are unique in that they express the pancreas precursor marker Pdx-1 and several neural precursor markers. When PMPs were stimulated to differentiate, neural-like cells were generated. At the same time, the PMPs that generated the neural-like cells also had the capacity to give rise to islet-like cells with beta cell, alpha cell or theta cell properties in the same clonal colonies. The percentage of PMP colony-forming cells is only about 0.02%–0.03%. This exciting finding raises the possibility that islet cell progenitors do indeed reside within the pancreas and can be stimulated to differentiate into beta-like cells. Further studies aiming to isolate and characterize these progenitor cells hold great promise for the creation of a renewable source of new beta cells for beta cell replacement in diabetes.

Discussion

Tremendous progress has been made in the field of islet regeneration in the past few years (Table 2). Nevertheless, the search for adult stem or progenitor cells in the pancreas is still in its early stages. Although a progenitor cell type in the adult mouse pancreas has been identified, there are still many unanswered questions. First, do similar pancreatic progenitors exist in the adult human pancreatic tissue? A clonal analysis is necessary to confirm this. If such a progenitor cell type does exist, then the next question is whether it is the only cell type responsible for pancreas recovery and islet neogenesis. Considering the small PMP population in the adult murine pancreas, as well as its limited self-renewal ability, it is possible that there may be another cell type responsible for islet neogenesis, whether it is another undiscovered stem or progenitor cell or an already identified pancreatic cell type. The contribution of beta cell replication in maintaining beta cell mass in the human islet remains a critical question. Lineage tracing studies to address these questions...
will prove extremely difficult in human cells but may be achieved with lentiviral vectors to express markers in cultured human pancreatic tissue. Since it is possible to generate islet-like clusters from ductal tissue, it may be informative to examine the possible connection between islet-like clusters obtained by Cornelius and others and Bonner-Weir and others as well as the PMPs discovered by Seaberg and others. Did PMPs in ductal tissue give rise to these islet-like clusters, or did the surrounding tissue provide some trophic support for the differentiation of PMPs? What role do ductal cells play in this? The potential of ductal cells to transdifferentiate into islet cells needs to be more carefully evaluated. All ductal to islet cell transdifferentiation studies to date have been performed with impure ductal cells that might have been contaminated by other cell types, including beta cells. To eliminate this variable, the ductal cell purification process should be improved. Gmyr and others recently developed a method of rapidly purifying human ductal cells. Using fluorescent-activated cell sorting (FACS) and an antibody against pan-ductal surface carbohydrate antigen 19-9 (CA19-9), they obtained a ductal cell population with 97% purity and 76.7% viability. This isolation method may be a useful tool to show the potential role of ductal cells in islet neogenesis. The study by Dor and colleagues illustrated the use of lineage tracing as a tool to follow the development of pancreatic cells in vivo. In the future, this tracing method might be used to monitor the development of ductal cells to confirm whether new beta cells can arise through ductal cell differentiation. Meanwhile, the possibility of expanding beta cells as a source for transplantable insulin-secreting cells must now receive serious consideration.

Assessing the possibility of using islet-like clusters generated from ductal tissue to reverse type 1 diabetes should be a focus of research. Although mouse islet-like clusters may ameliorate diabetes in nonobese mice, human islet-like clusters could not engraft successfully in nude mice. In addition, culture conditions for these clusters need to be refined, so that these clusters can mature into islets with sufficient insulin production and regulated secretion of insulin in response to glucose. If human islet-like clusters are shown to have the ability to reverse diabetes and to secrete a sufficient amount of insulin, then they might be used as an alternative source of islet tissue, assuming that a sufficient number of cells can be generated in vitro.

Conclusion

Beta cell replacement by islet transplantation has provided new hope for a cure of type 1 diabetes. Several significant obstacles remain before islet transplantation as an accessible and permanent cure for all patients with type 1 diabetes can be established. Identifying, purifying and characterizing adult stem or progenitor cells that can differentiate into islet tissue is a critical step. Although available evidence indicates that pancreatic stem or progenitor cells are significant contributors to islet regeneration, the role of beta cell replication cannot be overlooked. New approaches are needed in the purification, differentiation and expansion of ductal tissue into insulin-secreting tissue to move this approach toward clinical reality. Recent advancements point to the great promise of research in this area and hopefully, with further analysis and research, an unlimited source of beta cells for islet transplantation will be found, moving a step closer to a cure for type 1 diabetes.
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